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Oliver Cromwell 2009

little integrates the latest research from younger and established scholars to provide a new evaluation and biography of
cromwell the book challenges received wisdom about cromwell s rise to power his political and religious beliefs his
relationship with various communities across the british isles and his role as lord protector

Cromwell and Ireland 2021-01-12

in this collection of essays a range of established and early career scholars explore a variety of different perspectives on
oliver cromwell s involvement with ireland in particular his military campaign of 1649 1650 in england and wales cromwell is
regarded as a figure of national importance in ireland his reputation remains highly controversial the essays gathered together
here provide a fresh take on his irish campaign reassessing the backdrop and context of the prevailing siege warfare strategy
and offering new insights into other major players such as henry ireton and the marquis of ormond other topics include but are
not limited to the cromwellian land settlement deportation of prisoners and popular memory of cromwell in ireland
contributors martyn bennett heidi j coburn sarah covington john cunningham eamon darcy david farr padraig lenihan alan
marshall nick poyntz tom reilly james scott wheeler

England's Fortress 2016-05-13

overshadowed in the popular imagination by the figure of oliver cromwell historians are increasingly coming to recognize the
importance of thomas fairfax 3rd lord fairfax of cameron in shaping the momentous events of mid seventeenth century britain
as both a military and political figure he played a central role in first defeating charles i and then later supporting the
restoration of his son in 1660 england s fortress shines new light on this significant yet surprisingly understudied figure
through a selection of essays addressing a wide range of topics from military history to poetry divided into two sections the
volume reflects key aspects of fairfax s life and career which are nevertheless as interconnecting as they are discrete fairfax
the soldier and statesman and fairfax the husband horseman and scholar this fresh account of fairfax s reputations and
legacy questions assumptions about neatly demarcated seventeenth century chronological geographic and cultural
boundaries what emerges is a man who subverts as much as he reinforces assumed characteristics of martial invincibility
political disengagement and literary dilettantism

New Perspectives in British Cultural History 2021-03-04

this book is composed of a selection of papers presented at a conference in cambridge in december 2005 cultural history is a
relatively new sub discipline over the past few decades it has become increasingly apparent that a new generation of historians
has emerged these scholars have become concerned with research sources and questions traditionally beyond the scope of the
discipline of history indeed recent monographs in history have demonstrated a growing awareness of the cultural imagination in
analyses of patterns of change and continuity in the past such a movement has also encouraged the development of new
networks between different disciplines in the arts and social sciences the authors of these chapters come from a wide range of
academic backgrounds while all are concerned with crucial issues of the past they represent a substantial variety of
disciplines in addition to the historians are those trained and working in literary studies art history design music and science as
early career scholars the research they present is cutting edge these contributions represent the very latest trends in
cultural studies and demonstrate the attempts of new researchers to answer the most current and challenging questions
that are being proposed in this field

The Oxford Handbook of the English Revolution 2015-03-05

this handbook brings together leading historians of the events surrounding the english revolution exploring how the events of
the revolution grew out of and resonated in the politics and interactions of the each of the three kingdoms england scotland
and ireland it captures a shared british and irish history comparing the significance of events and outcomes across the three
kingdoms in doing so the handbook offers a broader context for the history of the scottish covenanters the irish rising of
1641 and the government of confederate ireland as well as the british and irish perspective on the english civil wars the english
revolution the regicide and cromwellian period the oxford handbook of the english revolution explores the significance of these
events on a much broader front than conventional studies the events are approached not simply as political economic and
social crises but as challenges to the predominant forms of religious and political thought social relations and standard
forms of cultural expression the contributors provide up to date analysis of the political happenings considering the
structures of social and political life that shaped and were re shaped by the crisis the handbook goes on to explore the long
term legacies of the crisis in the three kingdoms and their impact in a wider european context

Cromwell at War 2017-06-30

martyn bennett here provides the first military biography of cromwell in the context of the seventeenth century military
revolution after commanding a small troop in 1643 and without prior military experience cromwell rose to lead the cavalry
regiments of the eastern association army and the new model army to final victory at worcester in 1651 and sealed the
victory of the parliamentary forces in ireland and scotland becoming lord general in 1650 martyn bennett analyses cromwell
s military talents and generalship in addition to his well attested powerful and even brutal discipline and religious fervour he
examines the controversial irish campaigns as well as modern accusations of genocide in providing new perspectives on
cromwell s military career bennett adds to our understanding of england s only non royal head of state

Oliver Cromwell: Oxford Bibliographies Online Research Guide 2010-06-01

this ebook is a selective guide designed to help scholars and students of islamic studies find reliable sources of information by
directing them to the best available scholarly materials in whatever form or format they appear from books chapters and
journal articles to online archives electronic data sets and blogs written by a leading international authority on the subject
the ebook provides bibliographic information supported by direct recommendations about which sources to consult and
editorial commentary to make it clear how the cited sources are interrelated related this ebook is a static version of an
article from oxford bibliographies online renaissance and reformation a dynamic continuously updated online resource designed
to provide authoritative guidance through scholarship and other materials relevant to the study of european history and
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culture between the 14th and 17th centuries oxford bibliographies online covers most subject disciplines within the social
science and humanities for more information visit oxfordbibliographies com

Electing Cromwell 2015-10-06

popular interest in cromwell has often exceeded the originality of what has been written about him barclay s study comes out
of meticulous research on a huge range of newly discovered primary sources transforming our understanding of the life and
career of oliver cromwell during the period from his birth in 1599 until 1642

Selling Cromwell's Wars 2015-10-06

greenspan examines a selection of cromwell s conflicts policies and imperial ventures to explore the ways in which the media
was instrumental in developing promoting and legitimizing government actions

Oliver Cromwell 2008-11-24

little integrates the latest research from younger and established scholars to provide a new evaluation and biography of
cromwell the book challenges received wisdom about cromwell s rise to power his political and religious beliefs his
relationship with various communities across the british isles and his role as lord protector

Edmund Waller (1606–1687) 2022-09-12

this product gives access to both the encyclopedia of jewish history and culture and enzyklop�die j�discher geschichte und
kultur online from europe to america to the middle east north africa and other non european jewish settlement areas the
encyclopedia of jewish history and culture covers the recent history of the jews from 1750 until the 1950s

New Perspectives on Teaching and Learning Modern Languages 2000-01-01

this exciting new publication featuring chapters from some of the foremost practitioners in the field of modern languages
today closely examines research based analysis structural contexts and classroom practice in teaching and learning after
analysing the current situation each author proposes radical solutions to current problems and the whole book provides
much needed fresh thinking on methodology and pedagogy

Horses, People and Parliament in the English Civil War 2016-04-22

horses played a major role in the military economic social and cultural history of early modern england this book uses the
supply of horses to parliamentary armies during the english civil war to make two related points firstly it shows how
control of resources although vital to success is contingent upon a variety of logistical and political considerations it
then demonstrates how competition for resources and construction of individuals identities and allegiances fed into each other
resources such as horses did not automatically flow out of areas which were nominally under parliament s control
parliament had to construct administrative systems and make them work this was not easy when only a minority of the
population actively supported either side and property rights had to be negotiated so the success of these negotiations was
never a foregone conclusion the study also demonstrates how competition for resources and construction of identities fed
into each other it argues that allegiance was not a fixed underlying condition but was something external and changeable
actions were more important than thoughts and to secure victory both sides needed people to do things rather than feel
vaguely sympathetic furthermore identities were not always self fashioned but could be imposed on people against their will
making them liable to disarmament sequestration fines or imprisonment more than simply a book about resources and logistics
this study poses fundamental questions of identity construction showing how culture and reality influence each other
through an exploration of parliament s interaction with local communities and individuals it reveals fascinating intersections
between military necessity and issues of gender patriarchy religion bureaucracy nationalism and allegiance

Major-General Hezekiah Haynes and the Failure of Oliver Cromwell’s Godly
Revolution, 1594–1704 2020-05-27

hezekiah haynes was shaped by the puritanism of his father s network and experienced emigration to new england as part of a
community removing themselves from charles i s laudianism returning to fight in the british civil wars haynes rose to become
cromwell s ruler of the east of england tasked with bringing about a godly revolution and in rising to prominence he became the
centre of his own developing political and religious network which included a kin link to cromwell himself as one of cromwell s
major generals haynes was tasked with security and a reformation of manners but he was hampered by the limits of the early
modern state and cromwell s own contradictory political and religious ideas the restoration saw haynes imprisoned in the
tower before emerging to return to the community in which he had been raised and continuing the links with some of those he had
worked with for cromwell and the kin he had left behind in new england in dealing with the norms of early modern life this book
will appeal to specialists in the area and students taking courses on early modern english and american history as well as
those with a more general interest in the period

The Stuart Age 2017-02-16

the stuart age provides an accessible introduction to england s century of civil war and revolution including the causes of
the english civil war the nature of the english revolution the aims and achievements of oliver cromwell the continuation of
religious passion in the politics of restoration england and the impact of the glorious revolution on britain the fifth edition
has been thoroughly revised and updated by peter gaunt to reflect new work and changing trends in research on the stuart age
it expands on key areas including the early stuart economic religious and social context key military events and debates
surrounding the english civil war colonial expansion foreign policy and overseas wars and significant developments in
scotland and ireland a new opening chapter provides an important overview of current historiographical trends in stuart
history introducing readers to key recent work on the topic the stuart age is a long standing favourite of lecturers and
students of early modern british history and this new edition is essential reading for those studying stuart britain
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New Views of Early Virginia History, 1606-1619 1886

the first volume in a pioneering account of oliver cromwell providing a major new interpretation of one of the greatest figures
in history oliver cromwell 1599 1658 the only english commoner to become the overall head of state is one of the great
figures of history but his character was very complex he was at once courageous and devout devious and self serving as a
parliamentarian he was devoted to his cause as a soldier he was ruthless cromwell s speeches and writings surpass in
quantity those of any other ruler of england before victoria and for those seeking to understand him he has usually been taken
at his word in this remarkable new work ronald hutton untangles the facts from the fiction cromwell pursuing his devotion
to god and cementing his puritan support base quickly transformed from obscure provincial to military victor at the end of
the first english civil war he was poised to take power hutton reveals a man who was both genuine in his faith and deliberate in
his dishonesty and uncovers the inner workings of the man who has puzzled biographers for centuries

The Making of Oliver Cromwell 2021-08-10

this study centres around three leading military statesmen who served under oliver comwell but were also his kin and shared
the experiences of the civil wars john disbrowe 1608 80 henry ireton 1611 51 and charles fleetwood 1618 92 it seeks to
develop our picture of their positions from the context of their kin link to cromwell and how their private worlds shaped their
public roles how kinship was part of the functioning of the cromwellian state how they were seen and presented and how this
impacted on their own lives and their kin before and after the restoration cromwell s career can be explored further by
considering figures in his kinship network to show how the public and private overlapped and influenced each other through their
interaction before and after 1660 this study aims to consider the trajectory of elements of cromwell s network and how its
functioning and the interaction of its constituent parts over time shaped the politics of the years 1643 to 1660 but also
how the survival of some networks after 1660 were continuing communities of those willing to own their memories of the
civil wars regicide and cromwell a study of aspects of cromwell s kin also provides examples of the continuities between
those who resisted the stuarts in the 1640s and 1650s and did so again in the 1680s suitable for specialists in the area and
students taking courses on early modern british european and american history as well as those with a more general interest in
the period

Oliver Cromwell’s Kin, 1643-1726 2023-07-07

although he styled himself his highness adopted the court ritual of his royal predecessors and lived in the former royal
palaces of whitehall and hampton court oliver cromwell was not a king in spite of the best efforts of his supporters to
crown him yet as david horspool shows in this illuminating new portrait of england s lord protector cromwell the puritan
son of cambridgeshire gentry wielded such influence that it would be a pretence to say that power really lay with the
collective the years of cromwell s rise to power shaped by a decade long civil war saw a sustained attempt at the
collective government of england the first attempts at a real union of britain the beginnings of empire a radically new solution
to the idea of a national religion atrocities in ireland and the readmission to england of the jews a people officially banned for
over three and a half centuries at the end of it oliver cromwell had emerged as the country s sole ruler to his enemies and
probably to most of his countrymen his legacy looked as likely to last as that of the stuart dynasty he had replaced

Oliver Cromwell (Penguin Monarchs) 2017-02-23

this book completes the series of studies of the british revolution of the three kingdoms of england and wales scotland and
ireland and covers the period from the fall of the failed state and protectorate in 1657 to the restoration of the stuart
monarchy and charles ii in 1660 examines the restoration settlement in depth and a high point in stuart pro french and catholic
policy contrary to the 1660 restoration understanding when charles ii vowed reluctance go on his travels again and
follows the stuart restoration and pro french and pro catholic foreign policy to 1670 cromwell s death had signaled the
end of an overarching figure who held the failing state together and began england s nascent great power foreign and colonial
policy it covers richard cromwell s emergence and as a figure far from the tumbledown dick of popular legend also the
remarkable role of general george monck as the genial military man guiding the failing and chaotic state to restoration and
stability monck underpinned the gentry and merchant class as the root of state and society which outlived civil wars military
dictatorship political chaos and stuart monarchical rule

The Fall of Cromwell’s Republic and the Return of the King 2023-04-30

this ebook is a selective guide designed to help scholars and students of islamic studies find reliable sources of information by
directing them to the best available scholarly materials in whatever form or format they appear from books chapters and
journal articles to online archives electronic data sets and blogs written by a leading international authority on the subject
the ebook provides bibliographic information supported by direct recommendations about which sources to consult and
editorial commentary to make it clear how the cited sources are interrelated related this ebook is a static version of an
article from oxford bibliographies online renaissance and reformation a dynamic continuously updated online resource designed
to provide authoritative guidance through scholarship and other materials relevant to the study of european history and
culture between the 14th and 17th centuries oxford bibliographies online covers most subject disciplines within the social
science and humanities for more information visit oxfordbibliographies com

Revolutionary England, 1642-1702: Oxford Bibliographies Online Research Guide
2010-06-01

throughout history brave englishmen and women have never been afraid to rise up against their unjust rulers and demand their
rights barely a century has gone by without england being witness to a major uprising against the government of the day often
resulting in a fundamental change to the constitution this book is a collection of biographies written by experts in their field
of the lives and deeds of famous english freedom fighters rebels and democrats who have had a major impact on history featured
chapters include the history of wat tyler s rebellion when an army of 50 000 people marched to london in 1381 to demand an
end to serfdom and the hated poll tax alongside wat tyler in this pantheon of english revolutionaries is jack cade who in
1450 led an angry mob to london to protest against government corruption there are three chapters on various aspects of
the english civil war during which the english executed their king other rebel heroes featured include thomas paine the great
intellectual of the american and french revolutions mary wollstonecraft author of the rights of woman henry hunt who as
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well as the chartists after him campaigned for universal suffrage william morris the visionary designer and socialist thinker
and finally the suffragettes and suffragists who fought for women s voting rights

English Rebels and Revolutionaries 2022-06-16

ireland s history provides an introduction to irish history that blends a scholarly approach to the subject based on recent
research and current historiographical perspectives with a clear and accessible writing style all the major themes in irish
history are covered from prehistoric times right through to present day from the emergence of celtic christianity after the fall
of the roman empire to ireland and the european union secularism and rapprochement with the united kingdom by avoiding
adopting a purely nationalistic perspective kenneth campbell offers a balanced approach covering not only social and
economic history but also political cultural and religious history and exploring the interconnections among these various
approaches this text will encourage students to think critically about the past and to examine how a study of irish history
might inform and influence their understanding of history in general

Ireland's History 2013-12-05

tudor and stuart britain charts the political religious economic and social history of britain from the start of henry vii s
reign in 1485 to the death of queen anne in 1714 providing students and lecturers with a detailed chronological narrative of
significant events such as the reformation the nature of tudor government the english civil war the interregnum and the
restoration of the monarchy this fourth edition has been fully updated and each chapter now begins with an introductory
overview of the topic being discussed in which important and current historical debates are highlighted other new features of
the book include a closer examination of the image and style of leadership that different monarchs projected during their reigns
greater coverage of phillip ii and mary i as joint monarchs new sections exploring witchcraft during the period and the urban
sector in the stuart age and increased discussion of the english civil war of oliver cromwell and of cromwellian rule during
the 1650s also containing an entirely rewritten guide to further reading and enhanced by a wide selection of maps and
illustrations tudor and stuart britain is an excellent resource for both students and teachers of this period

Tudor and Stuart Britain 2018-09-28

a compelling and wry narrative of one of the most intellectually thrilling eras of british history guardian shortlisted for the
cundill history prize 2020 england 1651 oliver cromwell has defeated his royalist opponents in two civil wars executed the
stuart king charles i laid waste to ireland and crushed the late king s son and his scottish allies he is master of britain and
ireland but parliament divided between moderates republicans and puritans of uncompromisingly millenarian hue is faction ridden
and disputatious by the end of 1653 cromwell has become lord protector seeking dragons for an elect protestant nation to
slay he launches an ambitious western design against spain s empire in the new world when an amphibious assault on the
caribbean island of hispaniola in 1655 proves a disaster a shaken cromwell is convinced that god is punishing england for its
sinfulness but the imposition of the rule of the major generals bureaucrats with a penchant for closing alehouses backfires
spectacularly sectarianism and fundamentalism run riot radicals and royalists join together in conspiracy the only way out
seems to be a return to a parliament presided over by a king but will cromwell accept the crown paul lay narrates in
entertaining but always rigorous fashion the story of england s first and only experiment with republican government he brings
the febrile world of oliver cromwell s protectorate to life providing vivid portraits of the extraordinary individuals who
inhabited it and capturing its dissonant cacophony of political and religious voices reviews briskly paced and elegantly
written providence lost provides us with a first class ticket to this cromwellian world of achievement paradox and
contradiction few guides take us so directly or so sympathetically into the imaginative worlds of that tumultuous decade
john adamson the times providence lost is a learned lucid wry and compelling narrative of the 1650s as well as a sensitive
portrayal of a man unravelled by providence jessie childs guardian

Providence Lost 2020-01-09

the interplay of roles of the marquess of argyll as clan chief scottish magnate and influential british statesman make him a
worthy counterpoint to cromwell this book reviews argyll s formative influence in shaping british frontier policy during the
period 1607 38 and his radical financially creative and highly partial leadership of the covenanting movement in scotland
1638 45 when covenanters rather than royalists or parliamentarians directed the political agenda in britain it examines his
role as reluctant but calculated revolutionary in pursuing confessional confederation throughout the british isles and in
restoring scotland s international relations particularly with france his ambivalent role as a military leader is contrasted
with that of his genius as a political operator 1646 51 reappraising his trial and execution as a scapegoat for reputedly
collaborating with oliver cromwell and the regicides who executed charles i in the 1650s it rehabilitates argyll s reputation
as a tarnished covenanting hero rather than an unalloyed royalist villain the book is firmly grounded in public and private
archival sources in the uk the usa and scandinavia and draws especially on privileged access to archives in inveraray castle
argyllshire it should appeal to those interested in clanship civil war and british state formation

The British Confederate 2011-03-01

the definitive account of the superior fighting force that powered the english revolution the new model army was one of the
most formidable fighting forces ever assembled formed in 1645 it was crucial in overthrowing the monarchy and propelling one
of its most brilliant generals oliver cromwell to power during the english revolution paradoxically it was also instrumental
in restoring the king in 1660 but the true nature of this army has long been debated in this authoritative history ian gentles
examines the full scope of the new model army as a fighting force it engineered regicide pioneered innovative military tactics and
helped to keep cromwell in power as lord protector until his death all the while those within its ranks promoted radical
political ideas inspired by the levellers and held dissenting religious beliefs gentles explores how brilliant battlefield
maneuvering and logistical prowess contributed to its victories and demonstrates the vital role religion played in building
morale and military effectiveness

Reappraisals in History: New Views on History and Society in Early Modern Europe
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1961

how britain s religious and political powers reacted to an absolute leader without royal blood

The New Model Army 2022-03-22

examines the union of england and scotland by weaving the navy into a political narrative of events between the regal union in
1603 and the parliamentary union in 1707 this book examines the union of england and scotland by weaving the navy into a
political narrative of events between the regal union in 1603 and the parliamentary union in 1707 for most of the century the
scottish crown had no separate naval force which made the stuart monarchs navy seen by them as a personal not a state
force unusual in being an institution which had a relationship with both kingdoms this did not necessarily make the navy a
shared organisation as it continued to be financed from and based in england and was predominantly english nevertheless the
navy is an unusually good prism through which the nature of the regal union can be interrogated as english commanded ships
interacted with scottish authorities and as scots looked to the navy for protection from foreign invaders such as the dutch
in the forth in 1667 and for scottish merchant ships trading with the baltic and elsewhere these interactions were often
harmonious but there were also many instances of tensions particularly in the 1690s the book illustrates both the
ambiguous relationship between england and scotland in the seventeenth century and also the navy s under appreciated role in
creating the political union of britain r scottish merchant ships trading with the baltic and elsewhere these interactions were
often harmonious but there were also many instances of tensions particularly in the 1690s the book illustrates both the
ambiguous relationship between england and scotland in the seventeenth century and also the navy s under appreciated role in
creating the political union of britain r scottish merchant ships trading with the baltic and elsewhere these interactions were
often harmonious but there were also many instances of tensions particularly in the 1690s the book illustrates both the
ambiguous relationship between england and scotland in the seventeenth century and also the navy s under appreciated role in
creating the political union of britain r scottish merchant ships trading with the baltic and elsewhere these interactions were
often harmonious but there were also many instances of tensions particularly in the 1690s the book illustrates both the
ambiguous relationship between england and scotland in the seventeenth century and also the navy s under appreciated role in
creating the political union of britain

Perceptions of a Monarchy Without a King 2013

the fifteen year period between 1645 and 1660 was one of the most dynamic in british history during which the republican
commonwealth and cromwellian protectorate attempted to create a new type of godly state after the execution of charles i
drawing on the latest research and established sources as well as the works and diaries of contemporaries such as john
evelyn lucy hutchinson and samuel pepys a sword for christ offers a new and stimulating perspective on these extraordinary
years key personalities such as sir thomas fairfax the marquis of argyll charles ii and of course oliver cromwell himself one
of the most contentious figures in history are re appraised and brought vividly to life in addition to exploring the religious and
political debates which shaped the era and the military culture which defined it the book also considers how society was
profoundly affected by the upheaval caused by the civil wars the relations between what was essentially an english republic
and its irish and scottish neighbours and the ethos of the new model army and the navy

The Navy and Anglo-Scottish Union, 1603-1707 2022

presents a compelling analysis of the psychology of revolution for the first time since 1894

A Sword for Christ 2021-09-02

overshadowed in the popular imagination by the figure of oliver cromwell historians are increasingly coming to recognize the
importance of thomas fairfax 3rd lord fairfax of cameron in shaping the events of mid seventeenth century britain as a military
and political figure he played a central role in defeating charles i and supporting the restoration of charles ii in 1660 this
book shines new light on this significant figure through a selection of essays addressing a wide range of topics from fairfax s
role as soldier and statesman to his life as husband and scholar

The Psychology of Revolution 2024-02-29

a historian of the english civil wars shares a fascinating study of the seventeenth century new model army examining its
formation tactics and significance the new model army was one of the best known and most effective armies ever raised in
england oliver cromwell was both its greatest battlefield commander and the political leader whose position depended on its
support in this meticulously researched and accessible new study keith roberts describes how cromwell s army was recruited
inspired organized trained and equipped he also sets its strategic and tactical operation in the context of the theory and
practice of warfare in seventeenth century europe

England’s Fortress 2014-10-28

in this dickensian century of human rights the world has cultivated the best of religious rights protections but witnessed the
worst of religious rights abuses in this volume jimmy carter john t noonan jr and a score of leading jurists assess critically
and comparatively the religious rights laws and practices of the international community and of selected states in the
atlantic continents this volume and its companion religious human rights in global perspective religious perspectives are
products of an ongoing project on religion human rights and democracy undertaken by the law and religion program at emory
university

New Perspectives on Peace 1944

new perspectives on american law provides students with a political science perspective on the common law of contracts
torts criminal law property and civil procedure selected cases and materials replete with commentary are tailored for
undergraduate use each of the five sections begins with a short introductory essay outlining the topic and the social
political science implications raised by the materials the cases in each section have been edited to be understandable and
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nonessential citations and secondary references in cases have been deleted this textbook is unique in that it not only argues
that traditional common law areas of the law are worthy of political study but also goes on to present those subjects for
political study there are other texts that offer snippets of many different areas of law and claim that these areas are fit
subjects for political study but none analyze these subjects or offer the student the significant exposure to such matters of
the law as new perspectives on american law

Cromwell's War Machine 2006-03-19

this nine volume set presents in easily accessible format the extensive information now available about john milton it has
grown to be a study of english civilization of milton s time and a history of literary and political matters since then

New Perspectives in World History 1964

Religious Human Rights in Global Perspective 1996-02-09

New Perspectives on American Law 1997

New Perspectives in Histamine Research 1991

A Milton Encyclopedia 1978
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